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Given the Medusa as a key Romantic iconograph, we must try to understand precisely how and why this should be. Even the attitude of Romantic artists to the Medusa has to be carefully interpreted. In Goethe, Shelley, Pater, and Swinburne we can see Praz's idea best illustrated: Pater finds "the fascination of corruption" in the painting of the Medusa ascribed to Leonardo, Shelley "the tempestuous loveliness of terror." Goethe also picks up this theme when he describes the Rondanini Medusa as "a wonderful work which, expressing the discord between death and life, between pain and pleasure, exerts an inexplicable fascination over us as no other ambiguous figure does." 4 Unlike Praz, however, none of these writers saw anything wicked in their fascination with this represen tation of equivocal beauty. In a real sense, by preserving the double aspect of the Medusa's appearance, they were keeping alive the equivocal mythology of the ancient figure.
In addition, although
Romantic artists were all aware that she was, in some sense, a focus of evil, they generally agreed that she was innocent of the horror she generated, and that their own fascination was with her betrayed power and innocence. Finally, they all respected her power when it was manifested; in it they saw a symbol of cultural, sometimes anything but a victim of the tyranny and cowardice of established power. Moreover?and again the parallel with the Promethus myth is evident?certain received facts in the myth of Medusa suggest her association with poetry and the earthly paradise. Some traditions assert that when she was cursed by Minerva she became the guardian of the golden apples of the Hesperides, the fabulous western islands of the earthly paradise. All the legends agree, moreover, that at her death the winged horse Pegasus, traditional symbol of poetic inspira tion and energy, sprang forth from her body.
In the seventeenth-century Flemish painting which inspired Shelley and which he (like many others) mistakenly thought the work of Leonardo, the head of the Medusa is inverted and hence the mass of writhing snakes is in the foreground. The eyes, half-closed, gaze upwards, and the head is surrounded by a mist in which can be 8 JEROME petrifying energies are evoked is in stanza four, where Shelley suggests the imminent destruction of a "ghastly bat" and a "poisonous eft." Such creatures appear elsewhere in Shelley's poetry as symbols of corrupted forms of civilization. This aspect of the Medusan gaze is not a grace or beauty but death and destruction, as the image of the moth and the taper reminds us.8 In fact, if her gaze is in one sense beneficent, a "preserver," it also represents the complementary destructive aspect of all creative energy. Such a duality in the imagination's function was always a fundamental part of Shelley's thought in both politics and art, and he must have been pleased to find that classical authorities sanctioned a similar view of the Medusa.
Apollodorus tells us that she had two blood systems and that the physician Asclepius collected some of each after her death. The one he used to revive the dead, the other to destroy his enemies. What the Medusa does, then, at least in its destructive aspect, is to represent the horror which has been laid upon man and his world as a curse.
Prometheus will not curse the tyrant who has put him in chains; to present an image of suffering and horror which is the reflex of the cursed heart which has caused that suffering. Swinburne will tell us later that she is another divinity grown diabolic in ages that would not accept her as divine. To Shelley, a corruption has invaded the beauty of the Medusa's original form; but his poem turns her death into an apocalyptic event distinguishing the forces of light and darkness. Her impassive gaze upon heaven is at once a triumphant rebuke of the powers of the air, an image of the undying vitality of "unconquered Nature," and her definitively petrifying and defiant gesture: the gods of death will not survive this stony glance.
Thus the "mailed radiance" and "brazen glare" of the serpents,
forces alike "Of all the beauty and the terror there," are meant to suggest the tone of defiance which we see again in the Medusa's full face, and which Shelley explicitly calls to our attention in the addi tional fragment. Further, the swarm of snakes as well as the Medusa's whole threatening attitude derive their power (are "kindled") from an "inextricable error." Whatever else Shelley may have had in mind,9 it seems clear enough that this phrase refers to Medusa's original "sin," punished so harshly by Minerva (a powerful if complicated trope, the words suggest a fatal entrapment in snaky coils). All these details Shelley properly subordinates to the central image in the painting: the weird "thrilling vapour" which issues from the Medusa's beautiful dead mouth.
This too is a powerful if complex image, for Shelley clearly wishes to suggest both the soul escaping the body at death and the con densed vapour of breath in cold air. (Shelley sets the head high up on a mountain and specifically refers to its "frozen" blood.) The strange vapour truly mirrors the entire scene since it captures at once a whole set of ambiguities related to cold and warmth, death and life. The vapour is a central image because it suggests that "Death has met life, but there is life in death." Anne Pippin Burnett has pointed out to me that Shelley's descrip tion of the Medusa seems a deliberate recollection of a famous passage in the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus, where Prometheus expresses his sympathy for another snaky figure, Typhon, who was confined beneath a mountain after being struck with the thunder bolts of Zeus. Medusa scorns the weakness that will submit to such moral hypoc risy. Similarly, her "lust after gold and blood" is as severely "proud and passionless" as her love is deadly. Just as she acquires lovers in order to expose the degeneracy of the love contract, so she exercises those other social lusts?money getting and exploitation?with a cruel candour entirely worthy of the most apocalyptic Sadean hero. Thus she annihilates all possible gratitude or delight or sympathy, those social emotions which sanction the continuance of every sort of human and divine wickedness.
Instead she produces, first, fear, a natural enough response given the fundamental character of her refusals. She will serve none of the gods, not one. But if one's own moral character can survive this radically consuming fire, Swinburne suggests a further insight and response: reverence. Partly, this acknowledges the honesty of her negations, the purity of their logic: the Medusa will not sanction the world's corruptions even though she may know that they are ineradicable, that nature will always betray the heart that loves her. But to respect those refusals is to respect the energies which made them possible. At this point the reverence begins to shade into "well nigh intolerable adoration," for the Medusa lays waste the entire natural and civilized world. She demands a total contemptus mundi and insists that we place our faith in that unknown god, our own buried lives. Nor will she compromise on this demand by encouraging us toward it, thereby placing us in a position of dependency upon her, a position that can only generate cycles of exploitation. Our respect is for her solitary splendour, her absolute self-possession. Worship of her is well-nigh intolerable because it demands that we never swerve in our faith, though the goal of that faith is singularly fearful 
